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“ It remains fascinating to see the way
the constants manifest themselves in
new forms all the time. To see how an
African woman pours goat’s milk into a
hollowed-out marrow, and the
resemblance of that image to Vermeer’s
milkmaid. Those milkmaids are the
summary of structuralism, that people
in different times and places do the
same thing by different means.”

“It seems to me that if the past, the
present and the future are embraced in
every real imaginative process as a
continuum, this continuum – its depth
– cannot be absent from the created
artifacts which ensue. My concern
therefore with the ultimate human
validity of divergent and often
seemingly incompatible spatial
conceptions, ways of construction and
form solutions evolved during past ages
in different corners of the world is to be
understood in the light of the above.
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“Creativity for me does not express
itself in a sudden burst of new insight or
unique solutions. Very occasionally a
new idea creeps up on me. The rest is
derived from what I see around me.
That’s why I collect all these images
and things. I can’t throw anything
away, because I think I can still use it
some day”

“The time has come to reconcile not
their formal attributes, but the essential
human meaning potentially divided
among them. Man, after all, has been
accommodating himself physically and
spiritually to his environment for
thousands of years […] It is obvious
that the full scope of this enormous
environmental experience cannot be
contained in the present unless we
telescope the past, i.e. the entire human
effort, into it”
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“New solutions stem from other
combinations and other dosages of
things we already know”
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“The world is made up of forms.
Sometimes you discover the most
extraordinary forms in very ordinary
things — in stones or shells, or maybe
in a snippet of paper, a rubber band or
a child’s toy. To me here is a complete
absence of hierarchy in the sense of
worthless things and valuable things. I
think it’s all special.”

“Living in this interior crowded with
tangible witnesses to every civilization
and period, experiencing the
simultaneous presence of images
originating from the most remote
corners of the world and from over five
millenia, dwelling in this continuum of
symbols in which time and space
converge, admiring the huge diversity
of these elementary artefacs, touching
them, rediscovering them, comparing
them, arranging and rearranging them
in different groupings: all this forms an
inexhaustible source of joy and
inspiration for Aldo van Eyck”
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